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Abstract Manual forming of sheet metal parts through tradi-
tional panel beating is a highly skilled profession used in
many industries, particularly for sample manufacturing or re-
pair and maintenance. However, this skill is becoming gradu-
ally isolated mainly due to the high cost and lack of expertise.
Nonetheless, a cost-effective and flexible approach to forming
sheet metal parts could significantly assist various industries
by providing a method for fast prototyping sheet metal parts.
The development of a new fixtureless sheet metal forming
approach is discussed in this article. The proposed approach,
named Mechatroforming®, consists of integrated mechanisms
to manipulate sheet metal parts by a robotic arm under a con-
trolled hammering tool. The method includes mechatronics-
based monitoring and control systems for (near) real-time pre-
diction and control of incremental deformations of parts. This
article includes description of the proposed approach, the the-
oretical and modelling backgrounds used to predict the
forming, skills learned from manual operations, and proposed
automation system being built.

Keywords Automation . Flexible manufacturing . Rapid
prototyping . Incremental forming

1 Introduction

In many industries, dies are used for forming sheet metals but
they typically lack flexibility and cost-effectiveness when
low-volume production or prototyping are considered. For
these cases, the traditional manual panel beating is still used.
However, manual panel beating is a highly skilled process and
unfortunately, due to the lack of interest (by new trainees),
high cost, and sporadic industrial applications, is becoming
isolated and gradually being lost.

There is not enough research carried out to fully understand
and capture the skills of experienced panel beaters and its links
with the formal sheet metal forming theories.

Analysing the conventional manual practises has led to an
ongoing research work in robotic sheet metal forming which
has been discussed in this article. The proposed researchmeth-
odology could potentially be used by many industries, espe-
cially for maintenance and rapid prototyping of sheet metal
parts.

There has been some research in die-less incremental
forming of sheet metals [1]. Most proposed methods use
either stretching or drawing techniques with or without an
anvil support. The sheet metal is formed by using a round
headed tool which moves down vertically (i.e. in Z axis).
The sheet metal is typically held by fixtures along the
edges to avoid movement caused by tool. Either the sheet
metal or the tool is moved along XY axes (i.e. the hori-
zontal plane) to achieve the required contour. The forming
is often computer controlled. Employing this technique
achieves a smooth finish but may result in fractures due
to excessive stretching and often fails while forming com-
plex contours (e.g. having more than 55° wall angle [2]).
These methods use fixtures to hold the sheet and typically
result in non-uniform thickness of the formed sheet metal,
hence, affecting the quality.
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The use of fixtures limits the part complexity and size dra-
matically. They also apply additional forces to the forming
process that result in reducing the thickness (via non-
uniform stretching) and changes the physical properties and
dimensions in an almost unpredictable manner (e.g. the spring
back action). The manual forming process through the tradi-
tional panel beating can increase the uniformity in thickness of
the material and through incremental forming and inspection
processes minimises unplanned deformation of parts due to
residual stresses or forming errors.

An ongoing research in Loughborough University on de-
veloping a new automated incremental sheet metal forming is
aimed at understanding, capturing and automating manual
fixtureless sheet metal forming process. The proposed ap-
proach focusses on (a) eliminating the need for fixtures and
(b) automating based on replicating manual forming processes
used by skilled operators.

By closely observing and analysing the human skills of
experienced panel beaters, it is perceived that consecutive
shrinking and stretching (through hammering) of sheet metal
will allow the workpiece to have uniform thickness while
being formed. Imposing repetitive kinetic energy through
hammering allows better control over producing shapes incre-
mentally by consecutive stretching and shrinking without fix-
tures. This method is also believed to improve release of re-
sidual stresses during the forming process.

It was observed in a manual process that to achieve the
necessary forming, an impact force or kinetic energy will have
to be imposed on the point of forming at certain angle. The
shape and the angle of this reflected force will have significant
influence on the material while forming. However, angular
impact will introduce further complexity in an automated
forming mechanism.

The proposed method discussed in this article includes a
mechanised hammer used to form 3D freeform geometry of
sheet metal parts incrementally while the sheet metal is held
by a robot in a fixtureless environment. The incremental
forming is controlled and monitored by understanding and
using human factors from manual operations and finite ele-
ment analysis (FEA modelling) for pre-processing analysis
and by implementing 3D shape measurement technology
and force sensors for real-time and post-processing analysis.

2 Existing approaches and factors involved
in incremental forming

Sheet metal forming involves several design and operational
factors before, during and after the formation of parts. These
include both product and process design factors. From
uncoiling of the sheet metal to monitoring the forming, each
step is significant to achieve the required forming.

A number of commercial technologies and research meth-
odologies for incrementally forming sheet metals have been
analysed. Traditional sheet metal forming by panel beaters has
also been perceived and carefully analysed. The existing ap-
proaches in incremental forming are divided into the
following:

& The product and process design factors affecting the
forming of material

& Traditional manual forming methods
& Automated dieless sheet metal forming processes

– Current state of the art in research (impact forming)

2.1 Product and process design factors

There are certain product and process design factors which
affects the sheet metal forming. For instance, material proper-
ties of the sheet metals such as its crystallographic structure
and thickness influence its forming [3].

Conforming to the material aspects, the sheet metal is typ-
ically cut along the edges to produce the initial 2D contour to
start the forming process, but this may lead to fracture. Hence,
the initial 2D contour is laser cut after generating the initial
geometry through reverse engineering either by stereo lithog-
raphy (STL) geometrical modelling [4] or designed using an
expert computer-aided process planning (CAPP) system [5].
Beginning with the forming process, it is suggested the
forming should adhere to limitation of stress/strain index and
a material’s forming limit might be based on forming limit
curve (FLC) for maximum limits or forming fracture limit
(FFL) for fracture limits [6].

While forming the material incrementally, it is essential to
account for the development of residual stress [7] and spring
back behaviour influenced by plastic modulus of stress/strain
response as they may cause deviations in the forming process.
To realise the relation between impact force and deformation,
it is vital to understand the kinetic energy involved in
deforming the material and dissipation of maximum kinetic
energy onto workpiece [8].

Once these factors have been considered, the final steps in
incremental forming are planning the path of forming and
monitoring using feedback systems, typically done by 3D
shape measurement and comparing the formation with CAD
model of the final contour [9].

2.2 Traditional manual forming

The manual forming as a conventional method of sheet metal
forming was analysed by observing experienced panel beaters
with the aim of capturing the skills and applying to the auto-
mated approach. In manual forming, the parts are formed
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using hammer and dollies. The sheet metal is held be-
tween the hammer and dolly. The dolly is typically held
stationary, and hammer is used to apply impact repeti-
tively at the same point with gradual movement of the
part. The part is moved gradually and skewed over the
dolly to produce the required contour. The methodology
and equipment for forming are almost common for any
contour required. Initially tucks (larger impact force
resulting in larger deformation) were formed to intro-
duce the basic shape required. The tucks were formed
with reasonable gaps to avoid affecting the earlier
formed tucks. Constructing on the formed tucks, the
sheet metal is shrunk and stretched consecutively to
produce the required contour. The sheet metal is held
in hand while forming, which also acts as a damper
bearing the vibration produced on the work piece. The
damping action enhances the dissipation of kinetic ener-
gy on the sheet metal and allows better prediction of
deformation based on the impact force applied. Figure 1
illustrates the double curvature forming technique.

2.3 Automated dieless sheet metal forming

Incremental sheet metal forming is practiced by many indus-
tries in commercial sector [10, 11], and therefore, there has
been an extensive research in this field.

There has been a significant research done and being car-
ried out in stretching methods including single-point incre-
mental forming (SPIF) [12] and double-point incremental
forming (DPIF) [13]. Though they were studied, they are be-
yond the scope of this research. Researches related to impact
forming have been discussed in detail in Sect. 2.3.1.

2.3.1 Research—impact forming

As sheet metals are produced traditionally using manual ham-
mering, there have been very few researches aiming at
forming the sheet metal using hammering (impacting).

Tanaka [14] proposed a linear servo hammering unit using
linear servo motor. It was suggested by this research that most
of the kinetic energy was used for deforming the material
rather shaping the material to required contour. It was found

that successive impacts were partially sensitive to the region
of earlier impacts and can influence the deformation achieved.
Schafer [15] introduced eccentric cam to the hammering
method with two counter balancing masses to balance the
masses. The sheet metal was formed by means of punches
produced by the hammering unit reciprocating due to the ec-
centricity of the cam.

Both the above discussed techniques used motion of
tool to achieve the required contour (2D motions by a
robot in the servo mechanism and six axis robot in the
eccentric cam mechanism) while the sheet metal was
held in a fixture. Forming the sheet metal by motion
of tool has got a significant effect in forming since
the vibration caused may affect the hammering unit
and may cause inaccuracy in forming. The sensitivity
of forming during the successive impacts discussed by
Tanaka is actually due to the residual stresses formed
after the earlier impact. The effects of these residual
stresses have been discussed in detail in Sect. 4 of this
article.

Replacing the motion of tool, Opritescu [16] introduced
‘kraftformer’ for shrinking the edges of the sheet metal using
a shrinking machine and a six axis robot which held the sheet
metal. The sheet metal was driven by the robot in the path that
were tracked and imparted from human motions of shrinking
the sheet metal. In this method, tests were made only to shrink
the sheet metal on the edges by kraftformer which measured
6 % deviation to that shrunk by human.

Furthermore, CoTesys [17] in Germany have been
researching on capturing the cognitive knowledge to form
the sheet metal using driving methodology [18]. The research
named ‘CoDrive’ has provided a significant contribution to-
wards incremental sheet metal forming using the kraftformer.
Incremental impact stretch forming was implemented using
the kraftformer to form the sheet metal which was held by
the robot. The research was aimed at understanding on how
the robot motion alters itself to the geometrical changes (es-
pecially the bending radii) in the sheet metal while stretching.
Though a significant contribution was made, the research was
confined to producing a 2D contour using stretching and did
not involve forming 3D freeform geometry using simple im-
pact, which is discussed in this article.

Fig. 1 Traditional manual
forming
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2.4 Comparison between stretching and automated
hammering

Comparing the incremental stretching and hammering tech-
niques, a study carried out by researchers in Cambridge Uni-
versity has found that hammering process had a steady im-
pulse response in comparison to incremental stretch forming
[19]. It was also found that hammering is better for globalised
forming rather using incremental stretching as it tends to be
more localised. Higher wall angles and deeper curvature could
not be produced using stretching process as it often leads to
fracture of the material. Nonetheless, hammering creates a
noisy environment and for equally smoother surface further
process may be required (e.g. planishing).

3 Mechatroforming

Based on the observation of manual panel beating by skilled
labours and analysing the different factors affecting the sheet
metal forming, the Mechatroforming method was developed
and tested for fixtureless incremental forming as part of the
research reported in this article. As shown in Fig. 2, a robot
holds the sheet metal similar to manual operator and the ham-
mering unit forms the sheet by impacting the sheet which is
held upon a support. The support will be universal to provide
flexibility in forming different contours. The robot provides
the motion and angle for incrementally forming the sheet met-
al under the hammer.

3.1 Proposed methodology

Based on the requirements for predicting the forming of sheet
metal, a mechatronics based control system was developed as
shown in Fig. 3. This system enables a (near) real time mon-
itoring of forming following each impact to configure the
impacting pattern accordingly to achieve the required shape
of the sheet metal.

The robot and the hammering unit are integrated using the
following components:

& Database—consisting of human skills captured and pre-
processing FEA analysis

& Processor—for processing the data being monitored and
reconfiguring impact pattern relative to the current state of
the system

& Robot controller—to control the motion of sheet metal to
achieve the shape required

& Integrated force controller—to control the motion of ham-
mer to achieve the deformation required

& 3D shape measurement—to monitor the forming of de-
sired shape and deformation

& Force sensor—to measure and predict the deformation
achieved after each impact

The skills observed from manual operator are interpreted
as system parameters and fed into the database. These sys-
tem parameters include (a) clearance between the surface of
forming and surface where the sheet metal is held, (b) grain
direction in which the forming is started, (c) pattern in
which the required shape could be easily achieved, (d)
space in between the initial impacts to achieve the primary
shape, and (e) co-ordinate points according to which the
sheet will have to be moved and skewed. The data is fed
based on the initial few impacts required to achieve the
primary shape and the consecutive shrinking and stretching
needed to achieve the final desired shape. The process men-
tioned above is simulated using FEA and used for pre-
processing analysis. Significant steps in achieving the re-
quired contour will be predicted based on the FEA model-
ling and manual process pattern. Constructing on these
steps, hammering path will be planned to form the sheet
metal to the desired contour. This path is then fed as input
to the system to initiate the iterations in forming the sheet
metal. The path information fed as input will be based on
the depth of forming at each impact point.

Based on the iterations that are continuously monitored and
corrected, the robot controller manipulates the robot to locate
the sheet metal to the required position and orientation be-
tween hammer and the support. The FEA model specifies
the magnitude of force for each impact. Accordingly, the in-
tegrated force controller specifies the force of the hammer
required to achieve the necessary deformation. This results
in hammer impacting the sheet metal to produce a
deformation.

Once each impact is made, the force sensor provides the
real-time measure of the impact force. The deformation
achieved is calculated after each impact is found from the
measured impact force. This information is then fed back
into the control system based on which the processor opti-
mises the next impact.

Hammering unit

Hammer

Sheet metal

Support

Robot holding 
Sheet Metal

Fig. 2 Mechatroforming approach
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After each sets of impact, 3D shape measurement system
scans the sheet metal to create a point cloud data with depth
and shape information about the formed contours. The point
cloud data is then fed back into the control system to be com-
pared with the desired contour which is usually a CAD model
of the final shape required.

With the existing arrangement of the prototype system, it is
rather a time-consuming process to scan the part after moving
it away from the hammering unit. However, it is anticipated
that the process is optimised to be faster by refining the impact
steps based on the measured impact force and the calculated
displacement after each impact.

The iterations continue until the desired shape of the sheet
metal is achieved as compared to CAD model of the same.

3.2 The process of Mechatroforming

Primarily, the initial contour to start the forming is designed by
reverse engineering the CAD model of final shape to be
achieved.

The initial process has tucks being formed to produce the
basic formability shape of the required contour. The location
and force of the first impact will be based on the combined
database of FE analysis and system parameters observed from
human skills (referred as system parameters here). Once the
first impact has been made, impact force sensor will feedback
the impact force to predict the deformation achieved. The pre-
processing FE analysis will provide the region sensitive to
residual stresses because of that impact; hence, the next im-
pact could be made away from the sensitive region based on
the system parameters.

After the initial formable shape is achieved, the consecutive
shrinking and stretching will lead to the contour required. The
pre-processing FE analysis and the system parameters

combined will generate contour slices based on which the
sheet metal will have to be formed. Each contour slice will
follow a perceived path and will need to achieve the required
shape and deformation.

The 3D shape measurement scans the sheet metal and pro-
duces the depth and the shape information that is fed back into
the control system. The achieved contour will be compared to
the pre-defined path. Any error in the path will be rectified by
the feature detection algorithm developed in the control sys-
tem. The algorithm will make the decision considering the
initial pre-defined contour path, current contour of the sheet
metal and the final contour to be achieved. Once the error has
been rectified, the usual process is continued until the final
shape has been achieved.

4 Control characteristics of Mechatroforming

Mechatroforming requires control based on its characteristics
as illustrated in Fig. 4.

The primary control characteristic of Mechatroforming is
to grip the sheet metal by means of a robotic gripper. Adapt-
ability of the gripper is essential to adjust relative to the con-
tinuously changing contour. The gripper and robot will have
to bear the oscillation or vibration caused due to a dynamic
impact. Failing to damp will affect the gripper as well as
dissipation of kinetic energy in the sheet metal. Therefore, a
damper is provided at the intersection of gripper and the sheet
metal. Damping is applied by having a flexible gripper and
softer gripping material. The hammer material is also chosen
appropriately such that it complements the damping action
and also imparts the force required.

The robot manipulates the sheet metal to locate it in the
required position and orientation between the hammer and the

Fig. 3 Control system for Mechatroforming
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support. The sheet metal will have to be moved along the XY
plane and skewed about the X or Z axis (refer to Fig. 4) ac-
cording to the necessity. This technique is inferred from the
manual panel beating method and provides higher formability.

Though skewing the sheet provides a better control, some-
times angled tooling will be required to achieve the required
shape. As the angled tooling introduces computational com-
plexity, this is also provided by orientation of parts. If the sheet
is not skewed to an appropriate angle, all the energy dissipated
might go into deforming the sheet metal rather shaping it to
required contour.

Designing the size and shape of the support is important to
determine the deformation achieved as it has direct influence
to the impact force applied on the sheet metal. Through ex-
periments, it is anticipated that reducing the size of support,
the deformation achieved will be more predictable and the
shape of deformation can be well defined as the region of
reaction force will be reduced.

Soon after an impact, residual stresses get developed
around the point of impact. These residual stresses
cause changes to the material properties. The sheet met-
al is analysed both locally and globally before making
the next impact as it is sensitive to the residual stress
region and will have consecutive effect in forming the
sheet metal. It is difficult to feedback the material prop-
erties of the sheet metal after each impact in real time.
This requires high computations and longer time dura-
tion which is commercially not viable. Therefore, the
monitoring process should be carried out frequently in
accordance with the system’s computational processing
power. This was also experienced through the manual
panel beating and applied using the system parameters.

5 Experimental research

It was understood that incremental deformation achieved on
the sheet metal relative to the impact force will have to be
determined in terms of kinetic energy applied within a short
period of time.

Therefore, it was necessary to perform a time based analy-
sis to find the kinetic energy required for deforming the sheet
metal during each impact. This analysis was also necessary to
develop a system to control the impact forces based on time
scales.

It was also necessary to validate the theoretical findings as
the impact occurs for a very short duration of about 0.2 s.
Therefore, an instrumented hammer with an embedded force
transducer was used to measure the impact force in this test.

Both these experiments were concurrently performed. As
the deformation achieved would be same, the impact force
determined in each case could be compared for validation.

The FEA model was developed to provide pre-
processing analysis to determine the impact force based
on the deformation that should be achieved similar to
the previous experimental method. The objective was to
ensure that FEA results align with the results achieved
using time-based analysis and instrumented hammer. In
which case, FEA could be used to simulate the process
and predict the forming at each contour monitoring
stage combined with the analysis obtained from 3D
shape measurement system.

5.1 Experimental set-up

All the experiments were performed on aluminium of 1-mm
thickness and 275-mm diameter. The sheet was held in circu-
lar wooden block, hollow at its centre to about 135-mm diam-
eter. In the case of FEA, a similar set-up was made virtually.

In the first experiments, the instrumented hammerwas used
to calculate the impact force as shown in Fig. 5. The cross-
sectional view of the support used is illustrated in Fig. 6. The
hammer has a force transducer at its tip which has a sensitivity
of 0.499 mV N−1. The impact force was calculated by ampli-
fying the signal using the charge amplifier and reading the
output voltage using an oscilloscope.

While impacting the sheet metal with impact ham-
mer, time-based analysis was also carried out by using
a high-speed camera. With 5×5-cm black and white
grid lines 800 mm high at the backdrop, the hammering
action was captured at 1000 frames per second. Total of

Fig. 4 Control characteristics of
Mechatroforming
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33 data points were collected while the hammer moved
from 800-mm distance to 0.00 datum plane where it
impacted the sheet. These time and distance data were
interpreted in Matlab software to find the fourth-order
polynomials. The formula used is given as follows [20]:

P xð Þ ¼ P 1 x
n þ P 2 x

n−1 þ…þ P n xþ Pnþ1 ð1Þ

Finds the coefficient of polynomial P(x) of degree n.
Since the motion of the hammer is accelerated, the velocity

and acceleration of the hammer are variable with time. Hence,
calculations were made based on time-dependent acceleration.
The equations for calculations were based on the following
[20]:

Position; x tð Þ ¼ x0 þ v0t þ b
t2

2
þ c

t3

6
þ d

t4

12
¼ x0 þ ∫

t

0v∂tð2Þ

Velocity;
∂x
∂t

¼ v tð Þ ¼ v0 þ bt þ c
t2

2
þ d

t3

3
¼ v0 þ ∫

t

0a∂t ð3Þ

Acceleration;
∂x2

∂t2
¼ a tð Þ ¼ bþ ct þ dt2 ð4Þ

Using Eq. 3, the impact velocity of the hammer at the point
of impact could be found. The impact kinetic energy was
found using the following equation:

K:E ¼ 1

2
mV 2 ð5Þ

where m is the mass of the hammer used and V is the impact
velocity of the hammer.

From the above illustration, it could be noted that kinetic
energy K.E delivered to the sheet metal is directly proportion-
al to the distance travelled by the hammer after impact, d.
Energy lost by friction due to air and impact are negligible
as they have very minor error factor compared to the larger
impact force. The hammer’s deceleration effect and material
displacement effect have been neglected as energy delivery is
not the prime scope of this research. The consistency of man-
ual hammering was calibrated in advance by practicing a uni-
form hammering on different work pieces.

Equating kinetic energy is equivalent to work done:

K:E ¼ F � d ð6Þ

The force, F, calculated will be the impact force.
As the above discussed theory is applied in static loading,

theory behind the dynamic impacts was also studied. Based on
the hertz theory of contact [21], there is some elastic energy
transferred as vibration in the sheet metal during dynamic
impact, it is necessary to find this vibrational energy to deter-
mine the actual kinetic energy spent in deforming the sheet
metal. Calculation of vibrational energy is by means of pres-
sure pulse, and it depends on the Poisson’s ratio and mass
density of both the hammer and the sheet metal. Then, the
equation could be related as,

K:E–vibrational energy ¼ F � d ð7ÞFig. 6 Cross-sectional view

Fig. 5 Experimental set-up
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During experiments, the energy calculated in comparison
to the deformation achieved suggested that vibrational energy
has no significant influence on the energy delivered if the
sheet was held securely. Hence, the vibrational energy was
considered to be negligible considering the scope of the
experiments.

In addition, some of the data regarding the material me-
chanics generated by the FEA model was also considered to
be beyond the scope of this experiment and therefore was
disregarded. It was envisaged that such assumption will have
negligible impacts on the results of the experiments. The
prime purpose was to develop a comparative time based anal-
ysis, and it was proved that the Eq. 6 was adequate since the
impact force was also measured in real time using an instru-
mented hammer.

5.2 Finite element analysis

The FEA modelling was used to predict the incremental de-
formation and determine the next set of forming. Hence, the
entire experiment was simulated using the FEA and the results
were fed as a pre-processing input to the system in determin-
ing the forming pattern.

The FEA modelling was performed using MSC MARC
software as it was understood to be the efficient software in
determining time-based dynamic impacts. In addition, it was
the software application available to this research. The FE
analysis was carried out for the same set of data as used in
the previous manual experiments. All the material properties
were specified more realistically in the simulation model
using the pre-defined parameters defined by the software.
The dimensions of the sheet and the hammer were given rel-
atively as FEA is a dimensionless system.

To develop the model, the geometrical properties, meshing
and material properties were mentioned for the aluminium
sheet used for the experiments. The hammer was defined as
a rigid body (considering negligible deformation to its body).
The contact conditions between the hammer and the sheet
were timed similarly to the timing results obtained from the

high-speed camera test. The material was constrained similar
to the practical set up in which a circular hollow support is
used. The aluminium’s plasticity was determined by
performing dog bone tests on the material used for previous
experimental purposes. This was later fed as stress/strain
curve into the FEA model as it would give more realistic
material inputs to perform the analysis.

A deformation-based analysis was carried out using the
FEA model. The hammer was held at a height of D and was
indicated to travel a distance of (D+d) deforming the object to
distance, d, relatively similar to the one produced in practical
experiments (refer to Fig. 7). The time hammer took to deform
the material was specified based on the time hammer travelled
to the distance (D+d) in practical experiments (refer to
Table 1). By running the model, the impact force required to
achieve the expected deformation was determined. Results of
the above experiments have been discussed below.

5.3 Experiments

On performing the experiments by using the set-up discussed
in Sects. 5.1 and 5.2, the following results were achieved.

5.4 Experiment 1

The set-up was similar to the one discussed in Sect. 5.1, and
the impact hammer of mass 1 kg was used to impact the sheet
metal. The hammer travelled 0.212 s (t) for a distance of
0.8065 m (D+d) producing a deformation with depth (d) of
0.0065 m. The impact velocity of the hammer was determined
by the high-speed camera and was calculated using Eq. 3 as
7.17 ms−1. The impact kinetic energy was calculated using
Eq. (5) as 25.70 J. The impact force was calculated using
Eq. 6 as 3954.5 N.

Similarly, using the impact hammer, a voltage of 2.08 V
(refer Fig. 8—Exp1) was measured upon impact. Calculating
the impact force based on the sensitivity of 0.499 mVN−1, the
impact force was calculated as 4168 N.

Fig. 7 Theoretical calculation of impact force and FEA simulation
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Applying the same hammering data (hammer travelling for
a distance of 0.8065 m (D+d) to produce a deformation of
0.0065 m (d) in 0.212 s) in FEA simulation, performing nu-
merical analysis, an impact velocity of 7 ms−1 was calculated
for deforming the sheet metal to 0.0065 m. The impact force
was calculated as 3783 N.

5.5 Experiment 2

The set-up was similar to the one discussed above, and the
impact hammer of mass 1 kg was used to impact the sheet
metal. The hammer travelled 0.210 s (t) for a distance of
0.8037 m (D+d) producing a deformation, d, of 0.0037 m.
The impact velocity of the hammer was determined by the
high-speed camera and was calculated using Eq. 3 as
6.02 ms−1. The impact kinetic energy was calculated using
Eq. 5 as 18.1 J. The impact force was calculated using Eq. 6
as 4897.35 N.

Similarly, using the impact hammer, a voltage of 2.64 V
(refer Fig. 8—Exp2) was measured upon impact. Calculating
the impact force based on the sensitivity of 0.499 mVN−1, the
impact force was calculated as 5290.5 N.

Applying the same hammering data (hammer travelling for
a distance of 0.8037 m (D+d) to produce a deformation of

0.0037 m (d) in 0.210 s in FEA simulation, performing nu-
merical analysis, an impact velocity of 5.91 ms−1 was calcu-
lated for deforming the sheet metal to 0.0037 m. The impact
force was calculated as 4721 N.

5.6 Discussion of experimental results

Comparing experiments 1 and 2 (refer to Table 1), the impact
force applied in experiment 1 is less than the impact force
produced in experiment 2 but the deformation produced is larg-
er in experiment 1 when compared to experiment 2. This is
because deformation depends on the impact kinetic energy.
Higher impact kinetic energy produces larger deformation (ex-
periment 1), similarly, smaller impact kinetic energy produces
smaller deformation (experiment 2). This can also be observed
from the area under curve of the voltage measured for experi-
ments 1 and 2. By inspection, the area under the curve for
experiment 1 is larger than the area under the curve for exper-
iment 2, suggesting that higher impact kinetic energy produces
higher deformation and vice versa. However, the impact force
applied depends on angular contact with the surface of the
support based on the support’s size and shape (refer Fig. 6).

Comparing the results, it could be observed that the impact
force found using three methodologies (i.e. impact hammer,
high-speed video and FEA) are similar with an acceptable
margin of error.

Therefore, both experiments provide proof of concept on
predicting the magnitude of the impact force required for in-
cremental deformation of the part used in these experiments.
Such prediction is then used to specify a pattern of part move-
ment and related impact forces required to achieve the final
deformation of parts.

6 Human skill capture for database

After determining the force required for sheet metal forming
using the experiments discussed in Sect. 5, an impacting

Table 1 Results achieved

Experiment
no.

Time travelled
by hammer
(s)

Distance travelled
by hammer (D+d)
(m)

Deformation
achieved (d)
(m)

Instrumented impact
hammer results

High-speed camera results FEA results

Measured
voltagea

(V)

Impact
forceb

(N)

Impact
velocityb

(ms−1)

Kinetic
energyb

(J)

Impact
forceb

(N)

Impact
velocityb

(ms−1)

Impact
forceb

(N)

1 0.212 0.8065 0.0065 2.08 (refer
Fig. 8)

4168 7.17 25.70 3954.5 7 3783

2 0.210 0.8037 0.0037 2.64 (refer
Fig. 8)

5290.5 6.02 18.1 4897.35 5.91 4721

aMeasured values
b Calculated values

Fig. 8 Impact hammer data
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hammer capable of producing the force required was used as
part of an integrated automated forming system. The hammer-
ing machine, Eckold Kraftformer [22], is pneumatically oper-
ated and was initially controlled using a foot pedal operation.
After careful analysis, a dome shaped hammering tool
(positive) with its anvil (negative) was used to form the sheet
metal. The sheet metal forming process requires a human op-
erator to manipulate the sheet metal blank between the ham-
mer and the anvil during automatically repetitive hammering
to progressively form the desired 3D shape. This skill of a
human operator was captured and interpreted using a Vicon
System [23].

6.1 Human skill capture using Vicon System

To understand and document the human behaviour during the
hammering process, it was necessary to capture the motion of
workpiece at six axes of freedom, in addition to the force and
the frequency of the hammering. Two Vicon T-series [24] 2
megapixel cameras were used to interpret the human motion.
The Vicon cameras were connected to the PC host through
giganet Ethernet switch for fast data transfer.

As shown in Fig. 9, trackers were affixed on the hammer
and sheet metal to recognise the objects in the Vicon environ-
ment using the tracker analyser. The motion of the hammer
and sheet metal manipulation data were streamed out into
Matlab environment using Simulink [25]. The data was proc-
essed in Matlab to obtain significant information necessary to
automate the process. Figure 9 shows the manipulation path
(3D) information acquired using Vicon system and Matlab

processing. The coloured dots in Fig. 9 represent the hammer-
ing impact points relative to the manipulation path.

6.2 Experimental tests and results of human skill capture

The experiments were aimed at determining the system param-
eters discussed in Sect. 3.1. As used in the previous experi-
ments, an aluminium sheet of 275-mm diameter and 1-mm
thickness was used to form a bowl shape of 130-mm diameter.
To reduce the variability factor and increase the accuracy in
interpreting the sheet metal manipulation, the hammering se-
quence was fixed to produce a consistent impact force.

The cameras were calibrated for the experimental environ-
ment using the Vicon active wand [26]; hence, the universal
position of hammer and the position of sheet metal relative to
the hammer were identifiable. As the human operator used
spiral, zig-zag, diagonal pattern to form the bowl shape, the
live data was fed into the Vicon tracker. The captured data was
processed in Matlab to analyse the system parameters. Based
on the analysis performed in Matlab, the following results
were obtained.

1. The sheet metal should always be held upon the anvil to
ensure maximum impact force is produced by the ham-
mering tool hence producing maximum deformation.

2. The spacing between the impacts were measured (through
calculation) to be in the range of 5–10 mm.

3. The 3D co-ordinates of sheet metal manipulation relative
to hammer were obtained using Matlab. The results were
in synchronisation with the time of hammering impact.

Fig. 9 Human manipulation interpretation using Vicon System and Matlab
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4. Results determined that the hammering machine was op-
erating at a frequency of 4 impacts per second.

5. It was inferred from the results that the velocity of human
manipulation was 5 mm s−1 during planar motion and
2 mm s−1 while skewing.

These results were significant in determining the system
parameters necessary for developing a database of rules for
the sheet metal manipulation in automated process—the data-
base was influential in transferring the human skills of sheet
metal manipulation to robotic panel movement. Experiments
were also performed by affixing the markers in human arm to
determine the factors of sheet metal gripping compliance.
Based on the analysis, a gripper was designed to assist the
robotic panel movement. Experiments are in progress to rec-
ognise the best pattern and the hammering path required to
produce the bowl shape and the system parameters necessary
in forming different contours.

7 Robotic panel movement

A robotic arm is being deployed to manipulate the work piece
under the hammer in specific position and orientation. The
motion will be calculated in (near) real time based on the
feedback of existing contour captured by the vision system
and the tool force required, calculated by the control algorithm
in order to achieve a particular shape. It was discussed that the
sheet metal will have to be moved along the XY plane and
skewed about X or Z axis. Considering the complexity in
prediction of forming (i.e. real-time processing power), the
motion of the sheet metal is initially limited to simple physical
shapes. Therefore, the robotic manipulation of sheet metal
parts will have the motion on XY plane and rolling (rotation
about Z axis) and pitching (rotation about X axis).

As part of on-going research in this project, the integration
of the robotic arm with the proposed Mechatroforming con-
cept (see Fig. 2) is completed and initial test in control envi-
ronments has been successfully completed.

To continue this research further, tests are being developed
to validate (a) the development of the physical geometry, (b)
the dimensional accuracy and surface quality of the final parts,
and (c) the performance of the system in real time. The re-
search work is being continued to also formalise a method of
automated impacting pattern to minimise the residual stresses,
released in the form of distortion and spring back.

8 Conclusions

This research was aimed at understanding manual forming of
sheet metal parts by skilled panel beaters and investigating the
possibility of automating such operation.

By analysing the manual operations, a set of impacting
pattern was captured in relation with the angle of the impact
hammer and the manual motion of the parts. Mechatroforming
method was proposed as a new automated forming approach
for sheet metal parts. In this method, the incremental defor-
mations of parts are monitored frequently by vision systems as
a part of the proposed method to facilitate a (near) real-time
control of the impacting processes. The incremental deforma-
tions of parts are predicted through FEAmodelling to design a
sequence of impacts to achieve the desired geometry.

The magnitude of the force required (i.e. the impact) for
each incremental deformation was tested by two experiments
designed to monitor the impact force of the hammer and mea-
suring individual dents caused by the impact. The experiments
were performed using instrumented hammer, time-based anal-
ysis, and FEA modelling to find the impact force for the same
pre-defined deformation. By comparing the impact force
achieved using each experiment, the results validated a con-
sistency in the impact forces in both the experiments and the
developed FEA model.

The results were found to comply with the force feedback
provided by the force transducer. On this basis, it was proved
that the prediction model (FEAmodel) can be used as a closed
loop monitoring the impacts during forming the parts.

Unlike to the traditional method, in Mechatroforming
method, the hammering direction was kept in vertical orienta-
tion and the part was manipulated by a robotic arm to locate
the exact hammering position with correct orientation.

As the deformation was also predicted on a time based
approach, it has led to the conclusion that using the proposed
mechatronics to the controlled forming can potentially opti-
mise the processes through an in-process monitoring and con-
trol system.
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